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Excellent passivation properties of intrinsic amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiCx :H) films deposited
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition on single-crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafers have been
obtained. The dependence of the effective surface recombination velocity,Seff , on deposition
temperature, total pressure and methane (CH4) to silane (SiH4) ratio has been studied for these films
using lifetime measurements made with the quasi-steady-state photoconductance technique. The
dependence of the effective lifetime,teff, on the excess carrier density,Dn, has been measured and
also simulated through a physical model based on Shockley–Read–Hall statistics and an insulator/
semiconductor structure with fixed charges and band bending. ASeff at thea-SiCx :H/c-Si interface
lower than 30 cm s21 was achieved with optimized deposition conditions. This passivation quality
was found to be three times better than that of noncarbonated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) films
deposited under equivalent conditions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1404406#
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Surface passivation is of paramount importance in
vanced solar cell technology. A multiplicity of passivatio
layers for crystalline silicon (c-Si) surfaces has been deve
oped, including thermally grown silicon oxide (SiO2),

1

plasma deposited SiO2,
2 and plasma enhanced chemical v

por deposition~PECVD! of silicon nitride (SiNx).
3 In addi-

tion to these dielectric layers, doped amorphous semicon
tors @e.g., amorphous Si (a-Si)# deposited by PECVD have
achieved similar results.4 Combining very thin intrinsic and
dopeda-Si layers deposited on the surface of a crystall
silicon wafer, solar cell emitters and back surface fields
be formed. This has led toa-Si:H/c-Si solar cells with an
open circuit voltage over 700 mV4 and effective carrier life-
times up to 1.2 ms. We present here a simpler surface p
vation approach consisting of a single layer of amorph
silicon carbide (a-SiCx :H). This material has a low conduc
tivity ( s'1029 S cm21) and a relatively wide energy ga
(EG'1.5– 3 eV), and its properties are, therefore, com
rable to those of the dielectric materials mentioned abo
Little is known about the passivation properties ofa-SiCx :H
films5 and their full potential has not been explored un
now. This letter reports the results of a comprehensive st
of the electronic surface passivation of undopeda-SiCx :H
films deposited by PECVD as a function of the deposit
conditions. In order to examine the quality of the surfa

a!Electronic mail: alcubilla@eel.upc.es
2190003-6951/2001/79(14)/2199/3/$18.00
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passivation, we have determined the effective surface rec
bination velocity,Seff , from lifetime measurements of Si wa
fers coated witha-SiCx :H on both sides.

The technological process used for all the samples in
study is as follows: floating zonep-type silicon wafers with
a resistivity of 3.3V cm were cleaned in a H2SO41H2O2

~2:1! mixture, dipped in 5% HF, dried and immediately in
troduced into the PECVD reactor, where approximately 7
nm-thick a-SiCx :H layers were sequentially deposited o
both surfaces. The PECVD reactor is a 13.56 MHz rf co
mercial Plasma Lab DP-80 system from Oxford Instrumen

To measure the effective lifetime,teff , as a function of
the excess minority carrier density,Dn, we used the quasi
steady-state photoconductance~QSS-PC! technique.6 In the
experimental setup, excess charge carriers are generat
the wafer by illuminating it with a flash. The resultin
change of conductivity is contactlessly measured with an
duction coil and a rf bridge. The QSS-PC technique ta
advantage of the fact that the intensity of the flash var
gradually over the 10 ms of its duration to explore a bro
range of injection levels in a convenient manner. A gene
ized theoretical analysis on the data7 permits the accurate
determination of a broad range of lifetimes including ve
high ones.

The effective lifetime reflects the recombination pr
cesses both in the wafer bulk (tB) and at the surfaces (tS),
and is given by8
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1/teff51/tB11/ts . ~1!

To calculateSeff from teff , two simplifying assumptions were
made:~a! there is no recombination in the bulk of the wafe
in other words, the bulk lifetime is infinite; and~b! the sur-
face recombination velocity has the same value at both in
faces (Sfront5Sback5Seff),

9 then

Seff<W/2teff , ~2!

whereW is the wafer thickness. Notice that the values
Seff thus calculated are overstimated since all recombina
is assumed to happen at the interfaces.

Figure 1 showsteff as a function ofDn for a-SiCx :H
films deposited atTdep5200, 300, and 400 °C. As indicate
by the higherteff values, the surface passivation improv
with higher Tdep and is excellent for the layer deposited
400 °C. The maximum measured effective lifetime ofteff

'585ms translates into an upper bound for the surface
combination velocity ofSeff'30 cm s21. In addition, this
passivation quality is maintained at low carrier densiti
with teff'400– 585ms (Seff'45– 30 cm s21) in the carrier
density range of 1014– 1015cm23, which is typical for solar
cell operation under an illumination of 1 su
(100 mW cm22). A test of the passivation quality of lowe
resistivityc-Si with 0.4V cm resulted in ateff of about 8ms
(Seff52400 cm s21) at 1 sun illumination and a maximum
effective lifetime of 33ms (Seff5650 cm s21) at higher injec-
tion level. However, the investigation of the dependence
the passivation quality on the substrate doping is beyond
scope of this letter.

To analyze the surface recombination velocity in mo
detail, we have modeled thea-SiCx :H/c-Si interface theo-
retically. These simulations ofteff are shown in Fig. 1 by the
continuous lines. The theoretical model that we have use
similar to that in Refs. 10–12 and is based on an insula
semiconductor~IS! structure out of equilibrium due to th
illumination. We have considered a fixed charge density,Qf ,
at the interface, which induces an electric field at thec-Si
surface. For every injection level,Dn, the band bending,cs ,
is calculated which results in equal charges on both side

FIG. 1. Theteff of Si wafers covered witha-SiCx :H films increases with
deposition temperatureTdep. For the layer deposited at 400 °C theSeff is as
low as 30 cm s21. Lines are simulations with parameters in Table I.
Downloaded 28 Jul 2012 to 114.70.10.202. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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the IS structure. Thiscs is then used to calculate the conce
tration of electrons and holes at the interface assuming c
stant quasi-Fermi levels. Finally, the Shockley–Read–H
equation13 with a single trap level in the middle of thec-Si
band gap is used to calculate theSeff . The recombination
through this trap level is characterized by the fundamen
surface recombination velocity parameters for electro
(Sn0) and holes (Sp0), which are defined by the expressio

Sn0/p05v thsn/pD it , ~3!

wherev th is the thermal velocity of electrons,sn/p are the
capture cross sections for electrons/holes andD it the inter-
face state density. To separately determinesn/p andD it, ad-
ditional independent measurements would be needed w
is beyond the scope of this letter.

Table I gives the parameters used to fit the data in Fig
To fit the data at high injection levels Auger recombinati
with correlation of charge carriers was considered.14 We used
the Auger-coefficientsCAn52.8310231cm26 s21 and CAp

50.99310231cm26 s21 and applied to them the enhanc
ment factors suggested in Ref. 14. Importantly, the best fi
the three sets of measurements has been possible while k
ing a constant ratio ofSn0 /Sp051/3, which suggests a com
mon recombination center for all of them. It should be not
that the specific value of this ratio cannot be univocally d
termined from the data in Fig. 1. In fact, a good fit could al
be obtained withSn05Sp0 . From Table I it appears that two
effects lead to higherteff with higher Tdep: ~1! a higher
charge,Qf , which produces a larger band bending leading
surface inversion conditions,~2! lower Sn0 andSp0 which is
most likely due to a lowering ofD it with higherTdep.

We have conducted a systematic investigation of the
pendence of the surface passivation with deposition temp
ture (Tdep), CH4/SiH4 flow ratio (Y) and total pressure (Ptot)
keeping constant the rest of the deposition conditions. T
results are given in Figs. 2–4. The maxima of theteff curves
have been taken for the calculation ofSeff values using Eq.
~2!. We first have investigated howTdep affects the surface
passivation. Figure 2 shows thatSeff decreases from abou
700 to 30 cm s21 when theTdep is varied from 200 to 400 °C.
The total pressure during deposition was 300 mTorr withY
50.93. As will be shown later, these are the optimum co
ditions for Ptot andY to achieve the best surface passivatio
For comparison, theSeff values of threea-Si:H films are also
shown in Fig. 2. These films were deposited atPtot

5300 mTorr with zero methane flow. The results also rev
excellent passivation properties for thea-Si:H films. How-
ever, the lowestSeff of about 55 cm s21 at 300 °C that we
have obtained until now is almost a factor of 2 higher th
the lowest value obtained fora-SiCx :H films. Interestingly,
for a-Si:H films the optimumTdep seems to occur at lowe
temperatures than fora-SiC:H.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulations of Fig. 1.

Tdep(°C) Qf31010 (cm22) Sn0 (cm s21) Sp0 (cm s21)

200 5.1 300 900
300 9.7 150 450
400 11 50 150
ense or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Figure 3 shows the dependence ofSeff with the total gas
pressure in the chamber,Ptot (Tdep5400 °C,Y50.93!. There
is a clear optimum in the studied pressure range atPtot

'300 mTorr. Nevertheless, compared to the temperature
pendence the variation ofSeff with the Ptot is less critical
~note the different veritical axis!.

Figure 4 shows the behavior ofSeff as a function of the
methane to silane ratioY ~Ptot5300 mTorr, Tdep5400 °C!.
The surface recombination velocity does not change sig
cantly from pure SiH4 to Y'0.7; then a minimum is reache
at Y'0.9 and after thatSeff increases monotonically.

To obtain more information about the composition of t
deposited layers we have measured their optical band
ETauc, which ranges from 1.8 to 2.2 eV, and their infrar
spectra. Both measurements indicate a continuous incr
of the carbon content forY greater than 0.5, which does n
explain the observed minimum ofSeff at Y'0.9. Therefore,
we believe that the minimum ofSeff with Y is related either
to a lowerD it and/or to the band bending induced at the
surface. Further experiments should investigate if band t
of the amorphous layer may affect the interface defect d
sity within thec-Si band gap and the band bending.

FIG. 2. In the investigated temperature rangeSeff decreases fora-SiCx :H
with Tdep. Line for orientation.

FIG. 3. The optimum value for lowSeff is in the range of Ptot

5300 mTorr. Lines to guide the eye.
Downloaded 28 Jul 2012 to 114.70.10.202. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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In conclusion,a-SiCx :H films deposited by PECVD
provide an excellent electronic passivation of crystalline s
con surfaces. A minimum surface recombination veloc
Seff , of 30 cm s21 has been measured for 3.3V cm p-type
c-Si with the quasi-steady-state photoconductance meth
We have analyzed the influence of deposition temperat
CH4/SiH4 ratio, and total pressure, on the passivation qu
ity. From the dependence ofSeff on the methane flow and
from comparison toa-Si:H films, it appears that carbon in
corporation does improve the passivation properties of th
films.
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